The influence of dicarboxylic acid structure on the stability of colloidal hematite.
Low molecular weight organic acids comprise an important pool of reactive ligands in aquatic systems. These acids readily bind to nano-sized mineral particles and thereby strongly influence a particle's physicochemical behavior. Predicting this influence requires the integration of molecular-level details that control surface complexation mechanisms and structures with macro-scale observations of mineral colloid behavior. We report on the aggregation kinetics of nano-sized hematite in the presence of fumaric acid and maleic acid, which are naturally occurring dicarboxylic acids of similar size and structure. Our results indicate that the structure and orientation of the adsorbed dianion at the hematite surface, not the adsorption mechanism, defines the resulting effect. Maleate, which directs both carboxyl groups to the surface in the form of inner- and outer-sphere surface complexes, enhances colloidal stability. Fumarate, however, which binds to the hematite surface as an outer-sphere complex with just one carboxyl group only slightly influenced particle stability. This outcome suggests that subtle differences in the structure of adsorbed acids produce important differences in the physicochemical behavior of particles in dilute aquatic systems.